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INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the selfadjoint extensions of a given symmetric 
linear relation So in a Hilbert space $ can be characterized as restrictions 
of the adjoint S,* of So. For example, when S, is the minimal relation 
associated with a formally symmetric ordinary differential expression in an 
L2-function space, then the restrictions involve linear combinations of the 
boundary values of the elements in the domain D(S,*) of S,*. When the 
selfadjoint extensions are canonical, i.e., within the space !?j, the coefficients 
of these combinations can be taken to be constants. In the case of self- 
adjoint extensions in inner product spaces larger than the given space 43, 
they depend analytically on a parameter; see [S, lo]. 
In this paper we concentrate on canonical systems of first order ordinary 
differential expressions which are regular on some compact interval [a, h]; 
see Section 2 for specifics. For these the boundary values of the elements in 
D(s,*) are simply their values in the endpoints a and 6. The maximal num- 
ber of linearly independent boundary operators for S,* (the point evalua- 
tions at a and b) in terms of which the boundary conditions are expressed, 
is equal to the dimension of the gap S,*/S, between S,* and So. These facts 
are well known, see for instance [2, 211, but in this paper we want to allow 
for more general boundary conditions such as multipoint and interface 
conditions or even ones which involve Stieltjes integrals; see [4, 5, 15, 24) 
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and the survey papers [ 14,221. In order to admit these in the general 
framework of operators or relations in the given space sj, one widens the 
gap between S,* and So by introducing a finite dimensional inear manifold 
Z of a2 and replacing S, by its restriction S = Son Z*. Without loss of 
generality one may assume that Z has been chosen such that 
S~nZ={{O,O}}, th en S c S, c Sz c S* and dim P/S = dim Q/S’, + 
2 dim Z. The boundary operators for S* then not only include the point 
evaluations at a and b but also, when Z is chosen appropriately, operators 
involving prescribed Stieltjes integrals. In this case, for example, a canoni- 
cal selfadjoint extension of S which is not one of S, may be expressed as 
a restriction of S* in terms of generalized boundary conditions of the type 
mentioned above. Being a restriction of S* and not of S,* also implies that 
this extension has range values that are not included in the range %(S,*) 
of S,*. This obviously follows from the equality S* = S,* i Z, direct sum in 
9’. We refer to Z as a finite dimensional perturbation of S, or S,*. In this 
paper we give a description of all selfadjoint extensions of S, not only of 
the canonical ones as in [4, 51 for a similar situation, and we discuss some 
of their spectral properties. In the papers just mentioned, the description of 
the canonical selfadjoint extensions was mainly algebraic. Here we also 
require some analytic tools in order to characterize the extensions beyond 
the given Hilbert space. Our approach is largely influenced by the recent 
work of two of the present authors with H. Langer. We only consider the 
case where the defect numbers of S, are finite and, most of the time, equal. 
The idea of enlarging the gap between S,* and S, by means of a finite 
dimensional perturbation in order to create new boundary operators first 
appears in [3, 43 see also [S], and is closely related to the theory of space 
triplets; cf. [ 18, 231. Both theories involve bounded linear functionals on 
S,*, considered as a Hilbert space provided with its “graph” topology. 
Although the latter theory concerns all linear functionals and is very 
general, the former one deals only with finitely many, namely the boundary 
operators, and has the advantage that one can still apply the extension 
theory of symmetric relations developed for example in [3, 121. 
We now turn to a brief description of the contents of the seven sections 
of this paper. In Section 1 we illustrate the finite dimensional perturbation 
method by means of a very simple example: we consider a one dimensional 
perturbation of the minimal operator associated with the expression idjdt 
in the Hilbert space L2(0, 1) and discuss some of its selfadjoint extensions. 
Here we also explain the notation which we use in the sequel and give some 
preliminary results. In Section 2 we review regular canonical systems of first 
order differential equations treated in [21], to which we want to apply the 
more abstract results proved in later sections. We discuss in Section 3 the 
characterization of selfadjoint extensions A with nonempty resolvent set of 
a symmetric relation S in a Hilbert space with finite defect numbers, in 
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terms of generalized resolvents R(e) and Straus extensions Y(e) = 
(R(&) - C))‘, described by means of boundary conditions involving matrix 
functions q’(e) and a boundary mapping b((f; g}) for S: 
Most of the results here come from [8, IO]. Every generalized resolvent 
R(e) of S can be expressed in terms of a fixed generalized resolvent G(e) 
of S and the so called Weyl coefficient Q’(e) of R(d) relative to G(e) 
N~)f=W)f+s(O @(~)CuL s(Ql, f~fj, 
where s(e) is a holomorphic basis for the null space v(S* - d). In Section 4 
we relate the kernel K,(e, 2) associated with R(t), defined by 




to the kernel &([,A) associated with G(e) and the Weyl coefficient, which 
leads to a slight generalization of a formula of M. G. Krein; see [ 11. The 
kernel K,(/, I+) contains information concerning the extending space in 
which the extension A is defined; see Section 3. Sections 5 and 6 deal with 
finite dimensional perturbations of the canonical systems. In Section 5 we 
formulate and prove some abstract perturbation results, which are needed 
in Section 6. We end Section 6 with some results concerning eigenfunction 
expansions related to selfadjoint Hilbert space extensions of the perturbed 
systems. Finally, in Section 7 we show by means of representative xamples 
the connection between this work and the papers [ 151 of A. M. Krall and 
[24] of Zimmerberg. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
By way of example we consider, as in [S], the following simple 
boundary eigenvalue problem: Given g E L’(O, l), find f E AC[O, I] such 
that f’ E L’(O, 1) and 
if’(t)-a(f(t)+o(t)(~f(o)+~f(l)))= g(t), almost all t E [0, I], 
~f(O)+~,f(l)-~~llf(s)~~(s)=O, 
0 
where Pi, .9*, 2,) s2, and &’ are complex constants and ~7 is a nonzero 
complex valued function of bounded variation on [0, l] with ~(0) = 
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o(O+ ) = 0, a( 1) = U( 1~ ) = 0. Associated with the differential expression 
id/dt are the operators T,,, and T,i, on L*(O, 1) with graphs given by 
T max ={(f,if’)IfDEW, nf’~Jm, w, 
T m,n = {{f, if’> E Tm,,If(O)=O,f(l)=O). 
It is well known that S, = Tmin is symmetric in L*(O, 1) with adjoint 
S,* = T,,,. The function f~ a( T,,,) is a solution of (1.1) if and only if 
(g,f+a(~f(O)+~*f(l))}E(A-6)-‘, where A is the closed linear 
operator in L*(O, 1) defined by 
iL if’> E T,,,, 91(0)+9,f(l)-i.~ jlf.(s)d~(s)=O}. 
0 




=Tm,,+ {(~c,O}lc~a=), (1.2) 
where -i- denotes the usual sum in the direct sum (L’(O, l))‘=L2(0, l)@ 
L*(O, l), which is the Hilbert space consisting of pairs {f, g}, (h, k}, . . . 
(J g, h, k, . . . EL*(O, 1)) with inner product [{f, g}, {h, k}] = [f, h] + 
[g, k]. In this paper [ .,.I is the generic notation for any inner product; 
the ones on the right side of the last equality stand for the inner product 
on L2(0, 1) so that, e.g., [f, h] = jAh(s)f(s) ds. We often use the angle 
bracket (degenerate) inner product ( .,. ) defined by 
(Vi s>, {k k) > = Cs, Al - [IDI. 
For {f, g), {k kl E T,,,, it is, after integration by parts, easily seen to be 
equal to i(h( 1) f( 1) - h(O) f(0)) and this leads to a particular case of 
Green’s formula (or Lagrange’s identity). It is also a convenient notation 
in the definition of the adjoint T* of a relation T: 
T*={{kk}l({f,g}, {kk})=Ofor all {f,g}~T}. 
Returning to our example, we note that {o, 0} E (L’(O, 1))2 and that 
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Hence, if we define 2 = 1s. { {CT, 0} >, where 1s. stands for linear span, then 
2 is a one dimensional subspace of (L2(0, l))* and (1.2) can be written as 
S=S,nZ*cAcS,*/Z=S*. 
Clearly, dim S*/S = 4, whereas dim S,*/S, = 2. It turns out, see Section 7, 
Example 3, that A is a selfadjoint extension of S if and only if 
(9, A$) # (0 0) and 
and when these conditions hold, the boundary eigenvalue problem (1.1) 
has for each L’ep(A) (note C\R cp(A)) the unique solution 
f=R,4(4 g-o(%‘,(R,(e) gNO)+-%(R,(~) g)(l)), 
where R,(L) = (A -G) -’ is the resolvent of A. 
Now we consider the same problem but we assume that the live coef- 
ficients 9,) . . . . d depend holomorphically on P: Given gE L2(0, l), find 
fe AC[O, l] with f’ E L’(O, 1) such that 
if’(t)-~(f(t)+a(t)(~:(e)f(o)+~2(r)f(l)))= g(t), 
almost all t E [0, 11, 
With this problem we associate the family Z”(e) of relations 
T(f)= (f+a(~i(G)f(O)+~22(e)f(l)), if'> I if, if'1 c Tm,x> 
~:(e)f(O)+2,(e)f(l)-i~(e) j~fbJ@J=O}. 
Clearly, T(t) satisfies S c T(f) c S*. It is called a Straus extension of S if 
there exists a selfadjoint extension A of S in a possibly larger inner product 
space R containing L’(O, 1) as a closed subspace such that 
for 8 in an open set in @ which is symmetric with respect to the real axis. 
Here P denotes the orthogonal projection from A onto L2(0, 1). From the 
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results in Section 6 it follows that T(e) is a Straus extension if and only if 
(flf(P) %V)) f (0 013 
0 
( 
__ -z Ji!f(?) -d(P) =02 0 > 2 
and Yi(/), . . . . &‘(e) satisfy some technical conditions which ensure that the 
extension has a nonempty resolvent set (see (3.7) and the pertaining 
remarks in Section 3). The kernel 
1 0 
+/-z d(7) ( 
- Jdf4(X) 
0 > 
contains information about the extending space R. To explain this we need 
the following definition. 
Let K(/, A) be a kernel defined for L, 1 in some set 9 c @ and with 
values in L(si), the set of all bounded operators on a Krein space H, 
K(d, A) is said to have K positive (negative) squares if 
K(I, I.)* = K(A, G), (1.3) 
so that all matrices of the form ([K(/,, e,) fi, &.I);,=, with arbitrary n E N, 
ei E $9 and f, E R, i = 1, . . . . n, are hermitian, and if all these matrices have at 
most K, and at least one of them has exactly IC positive (negative) eigen- 
values. It is called positive (negative) if it has no negative (positive) 
squares. If K(/, A) satisfies (1.3) and for each K there is matrix with at least 
ti positive (negative) eigenvalue, then K(d, A) is said to have infinitely many 
positive (negative) squares. In general the extending space (R, [ .,.I) is a 
Krein space and thus admits a fundamental decomposition R = 52 + + 52 _, 
where R + are linear subspaces of R such that & [ .,.I is positive definite on 
Ji, and (fi- + , f [ .,.I) are Hilbert spaces. It can be shown that the num- 
bers dim R + are independent of the particular fundamental decomposition 
of the space H. If IC = dim R ~ < co, we call R a Pontryagin space of index 
K. 
The kernel K(L, A) in the example is defined on some set 9 c C which is 
symmetric with respect to the real axis: 9 = 9*, where by 9* we denote 
the set 9* = {ZE @ 12~ 9}. Its values are 2 x 2 matrices acting on C2 
equipped with the usual inner product. If A is a minimal selfadjoint exten- 
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sion in the space fi of S in L2(0, 1) corresponding to the functions 
9 , , . . . . &‘, then it can be shown that 
dim(fi 0 L2(0, l)), = # positive squares of K(E, A), 
dim((9 0 L*(O, 1))) = # negative squares of K(/, A); 
see Section 3 for further details. 
In the remainder of this section we fix some of the notation to be used 
in the sequel. The j x k zero matrix is designated by 01 and the n x n iden- 
tity matrix by 1,. To indicate that A is a j x k matrix we often write 
A(jx k). If A and B are two matrices with the same number of rows then 
(A : B) or (A B) represents the matrix obtained by placing the columns of 
B next to those of A in the order indicated. If F= (F,,), G = (Gkj) are 
matrices with entries in some Krein space R which have the same number 
of rows, we define the matrix inner product [F, G] to be the matrix whose 
(i, j)th element is [F, G], = .Zk[F,,, Gki]. For example, if the elements of 
F, G are in R = @ then [F, G] = G*F and if they are in A = L*(a, h) then 
[F, G] =JtG(t)* F(t)&. Note that [F, G]*= [G, F] and that if A and B 
are scalar matrices such that FA and GB are well defined then [FA, GB] = 
B* [F, G] A. By a( 1 x k) E R we mean that 0 is a 1 x k matrix with entries 
aj E R: c = (a, crz . . a,). We say that a( 1 x k) E R is linearly independent, 
and is a basis of or spans a space R, in R, if its entries have these proper- 
ties. As usual, we denote by R* the direct sum R2 = 52 0 R of R with itself 
provided with the standard linear structure and inner product. If 
{g, t >( 1 x k) E R2, so that o( 1 x k), r( 1 x k) E R, and if A(k x r), B(k x s) are 
scalar matrices, then 
If Tc L(A) and T is invertible with bounded inverse, we denote by T - * 
the adjoint of the inverse of T. 
2. CANONICAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In this section we review some of the results, most of which can be found 
in [21] related to the canonical system of k first order linear differential 
equations 
V(t) - H(t),f(t) = A(f) g(t) 
on a closed bounded interval [a, 61 satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) J is a constant k x k matrix such that J* = J ’ = -J. 
(b) H and A are absolutely integrable, k x k matrix functions on 
[n, h] such that H(t)= H(t)* and A(t)30 for almost all t E [a, 61. 
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(c) The system is definite, which means that if f is an absolutely 
continuous k x 1 vector function on [a, b] such that Jf’(t) - H(t) f(l) = 0 
for almost all t~[a,b] and~~f(t)*d(t)f(t)dt=OthenS(t)=Oforalmost 
all t E [a, h]. 
The setting is the space L’(ddt), the Hilbert space of equivalence classes 
.f, g, ..., consisting of measurable k x 1 vector functions, with inner product 
IX 81 = s” if(t)* d(t) 70, & PEf, tTE:g. ” 
If no confusion can arise we identify equivalence classes and their repre- 
sentatives. Thus, for example, we write [A g] = 1: g(t)* d(t) f(t) dt. In 
L’(ddt) we introduce the linear relation T,,, as the set of all pairs 
(,fi g} E (L2(ddt))2 with the property that f contains an absolutely con- 
tinuous function f such that for some 2 E g 
almost all t E [a, b]. 
If if, gf E Trna,> then, by the assumption that the canonical system is 
definite, f contains precisely one absolutely continuous f with the above 
property and as stated before we identify f with 7 and g with g. T,,, is 
called the maximal relation associated with the canonical system. For 




= h(h)* Jf(b) - h(u)* ./y(u), 
which is known as Green’s formula (or Lagrange’s identity). Next we intro- 
duce the minimal relation 
It turns out that T,,,i, is a closed, symmetric linear relation in L’(ddt) and 
T* =T ml” Inax The boundary mapping which takes {A g} E T,,, into 
L-1 ‘1;; (2kx ~)EC’~ 
is surjective. Hence there exists an element { cr,, rt,,} (1 x k) E T,,, , uniquely 
determined modulo Tmin, such that C-J,(U)= -J and o,(h)= 0:. We use 
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this element in later sections, as it plays the role of the delta function at the 
endpoint a. For, by Green’s formula, we have that for all {f, g} E T,,, 
(Ifi s>, {O,> T,$ > =.f(a). (2.1) 
By Y(t, e) we denote the k x k matrix function which solves the initial 
value problem 
.w(l,f)-H(t) Y(t,e)=eA(t) Y(l,L), almost all t E [a, b], 
Y(u,e)=z, 
for all / E @. For each t E [a, b] Y(t, /) has the following properties: 
(a) Y(t, P) is entire in 8~ @. 
(b) Y(t, A)* JY(t, e) -J= (r - ;5) f: Y(s, ,I)* d(s) Y(S, P) ds, L, I EC. 
(c) Y(t,F)*JY(t,P)=.z= Y(t,P)JY(t,zj*, PEC. 
(d) The kernel (Y(t, A)* JY(t, /) - J)/(/ - 2) and the kernel 
(Y(t, 8) JY(t, A)* - J)/(e - 2) are positive. 
For e E @ we often denote the function t H Y(t, 8) by Y(e). Clearly, the 
k columns of Y(e) belong to L2(d dt), are entire in L’, are linearly inde- 
pendent, and span the null space v( T,,, -/). As stated in Section 1 we 
abbreviate this by saying that Y(/)( 1 x k) E L2(d dt) and forms an entire 
basis for v( T,,,,, - Y). 
By G(d) we denote the integral operator 
where the kernel G(t, s, C) is given by 
G(t, s, d) = $gn(s- t) Y(r, /) JY(s, ?)*, s, t E [a, b-J. 
For each 8~ @, G(E) is a bounded operator on L2(A dt), satisfies 
G(L)* = G(T), and is a right inverse of T,,, - d; i.e., for eachfe L’(Adt) we 
have 
CG(f).f, WOf+f) E Tm,,, 
or, equivalently, the function y = G(L) f belongs to the domain @(T,,,,,) 
and is the solution of the equation 
-W(t) - H(t) y(f) = P A(t) y(t) + A(l)f(t). 
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It is easily checked that this solution is unique in that it also satisfies the 
boundary condition 
Y(b, e) y(a) + y(b) = 0, (2.2) 
as (G(e) f)(a) = $J[J Y(d)], (G(G)f)(b) = - i Y(b, t) J[f, Y(T)]. This 
boundary condition is an example of one which depends on the eigenvalue 
parameter ! in the differential equation. Straightforward calculations yield 
that 
(I+(&l)G(t)) Y(A)= Y(L)(Z+$(t-i.)J[Y(A), Y(P)]). (2.3) 
Finally, we note that G(r) is entire in /. 
3. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
In this section we briefly review some of the notions and results 
concerning the characterization of selfadjoint extensions in (possibly 
indefinite) inner product spaces of a given symmetric relation; see [S-lo]. 
In what follows S stands for a closed symmetric linear relation in a Hilbert 
space &. The adjoint S* of S can be written as 
s* = s i M,,(S) i M,(S), direct sums in $‘, 
In this formula, known as von Neumann’s formula, p E @\R and for e E @ 
M,(S)= {{L s~~s*ls=o”). 
Note that D(M,(S)) = v(S* -C). The subspace M,(S) is called the defect 
space of S. Its dimension is constant for e E C’ and constant for e E C-. 
The two constants are called the defect numbers of S. 
Let A be a selfadjoint extension of S in a Krein space R with nonempty 
resolvent set p(A) = (a E @ ( (A -e))’ E L(R)). By definition, sj c R and 
the definite and indefinite inner products on !+j and R, respectively, coincide 
on 9. In the sequel we only consider selfadjoint extensions, whose resolvent 
sets are nonempty. By P, we denote the orthogonal projection of R onto 
sj. We say that A or R is minimal if R=c.~.s.{{(A-~)-~~~J~E~(A)} 
u a}, where c.1.s. stands for closed linear span. The compressed resolvent 
R(t), Cep(A), associated with the extension A is defined by 
R(f)=Ps(A-&)pL/,. (3.1) 
It is readily verified that 
(a) R(l) is a holomorphic mapping with values in L(!+j) and with 
domain of holomorphy gR, which is symmetric with respect to the real 
axis, gR = 9:, 
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(b) R(8)* = R(r)), 
(c) {R(P),f, PR(G)f+f} ES* for allfE!?j. 
Property (c) can be written as ZC (S* - P)R(6) (with equality if S is den- 
sely defined), where I is the identity on 5-j. Because of (b), it is equivalent 
to R(/)(S- l) c Z. It is not difficult to verify that for each /E gR 
s*=({R(e)JTeR(e)f+f)lf~b) + M,(S), 
direct sum in 5j’. (3.2) 
Note that for S, g E J3 the equality 
CK,(L, J”1.L 81 = - 
({R(f)A L’R(e)S+f}, {R(A)g,WA)g+g}) 
/--II 
holds, where K,(&, 1) is the kernel defined in the Introduction. If R is a 
Hilbert space then C\R c gR and the kernel K,(/, 1) is positive. More 
generally, if R is a Pontryagin space of index K, then gR contains C \R with 
the possible exception of at most 2~ points placed symmetrically in @\lR 
with respect o the real axis, and the kernel K,(.8, E,) has at most IC negative 
squares. If, moreover, 9 is minimal then K,(k’, A) has exactly IC negative 
squares. A function R(l) satisfying (a), (b), and (c) is called a generalized 
resolvent of S. If R(t) is a generalized resolvent of S, p E gR n @ + and 9 
a simply connected open subset of C + with smooth boundary ds such that 
PEG and gu&@ccRnC+, then it can be shown (see [9]) that there 
exists a selfadjoint extension A of S in a Krein space fi with pep(A), such 
that R(d) is the compressed resolvent of A, and (3.1) holds for all 
/E 9 u g*. The space R and the relation A can be chosen minimal, in 
which case this pair is uniquely determined up to weak isomorphisms. If 
the kernel K,(t, ,X) has in negative squares on gR, then (3.1) holds for all 
L’E gR and if, moreover, R is minimal, then R is a Pontryagin space of 
index IC and the pair R, A is uniquely determined up to isomorphisms. In 
this last case we have 
dim(Si 0 !$)+ = # positive squares of K,(/, A), 
dim(S2 0 9)) = # negative squares of K,(/, A) = IC. 
As an example, consider the relation S = Tmin in $3 = L*(ddt) and take 
R(J) = G(l), the right inverse of T,,,,, - L, discussed in the previous section. 
By Green’s formula 
C&(f> 3.1 f, 81 = 
(G(A) g)(a)* J(G(~)f)(a)- (G(n) g)(b)* J(G(f)fNb) 
e-1 
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and therefore. 
CK,(d, A)f, gl= -(&T, ml)* CY(O, Y(4lWCL ml). (3.3) 
Hence K, is a nonpositive kernel, which implies that G is the generalized 
resolvent corresponding to a selfadjoint extension in a Pontryagin or Krein 
space; in fact, if the space is minimal the orthogonal complement of $ is 
a space with a negative definite inner product. 
Another way of characterizing selfadjoint extensions A of S in a Krein 
space is by means of the Straus relation T(e), L’E@, defined in a purely 
algebraic way by 
r(e)={(PB~Pbg)l(~g)~A,g--ef~~}, P E @. 
Clearly, SC T(/) c S* and T(e) c T(T)* with equality in the latter if 
GE p(A). Moreover, we have P,v(A - e) = v( T(e) - 8). The connection 
between the generalized resolvent R(L) and the Straus extension T(e) is 
given by 
R(t)=(T(/)-f?-’ or z-(G)=R(e)-‘+e, t’~p(A). (3.4) 
We want to describe T(P) as a restriction of S* by means of abstract 
boundary conditions. We restrict ourselves to the case where the defect 
numbers of S are finite and equal: dim M,(S) = dim M,(S) = n, say, as this 
case is of interest for ordinary differential equations on a compact interval. 
In what follows we lix a boundary map b connected with S, i.e., a linear 
map b: S* -+ CZn with b(S)=0 and b(S*) = C2n, and we implicitly define 
the associated operator Q in C2n by 
-i<{.Lg), rh,k})=b({h,k))*Qb((f,g}), {L g), (k k) es*. 
Clearly, Q is invertible, hermitian, and of signature (n, n). It can be shown 
that for tep(A), T(P) can be described in the analytic way 
T(e)={{f,g}~S*l~(e)b((f,g})=O~}, (3.5) 
where e(L) is an n x 2n matrix function with domain of holomorphy 
%# = 9:, such that for G E 9?( 
rank %(L’) = n, 
e(e) Q-‘@(e)* = 0; 
and for some pEgan@’ 
(3.6) 
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If the extending space is a Pontryagin space of index K, then the kernel 
has at most K negative squares and exactly K negative squares if this space 
is minimal. Conversely, let G!/(e) be an M x 2n matrix function, with is 
locally holomorphic on s* = 9: c @ \R, ~1 E B* n C +, and satisfies (3.6) 
and (3.7). Then for any simply connected open subset 2 of @ + with 
smooth boundary 89 such that p E 9, 9 u &@ c s+t n @ +, T(t) defined by 
(3.5) coincides with a Straus extension of S for all rP E 9 u g*. The kernel 
K,(L, 1”) is related to the kernel K,(d, 2) with R(e) defined by the first 
equality in (3.4) via the formula 
CK,(G, A) .L sl = c(g, iI* Kg (l, A) c(f, 0, (3.8) 
where for fixed /, c(A 1) E C” is defined implicitly by means of the equality 
h({R(L)f,PR(L)f+f})=Q ~‘@(?)*c(ftf). (3.9) 
From the equality 
T(e) = { (R(f)A eW)S+f) ISe5}, (3.10) 
cf. (3.4), it follows that %Y(/) b({R(d)J; /R(/)f+f})= 0: and (3.6) 
implies that c(f, 8) is well defined and uniquely determined by (3.9), and 
consequently linear in f: From (3.2) and (3.10) it follows that 
dim T(/)/S= n and therefore, the mapping ft--+ c(J t) from 9 to @” is 
surjective. In fact one can show that for e E @ + 
c(f,L)=(~,(p)6({Y’,~y}))~* C.L(z+(P-dR(a) n (3.11) 
where Y( 1 x n) is a basis for the null space v(S* - ji). The inverse on the 
right hand side exists because of (3.7). A similar formula holds for GE C ~ 
in terms of a basis for v(S* - p). 
It readily follows from the results concerning the generalized resolvent 
that if the kernel K,(/, 2) has K negative squares, the Straus extension is 
associated with a minimal selfadjoint extension in a Pontryagin space si of 
index K and 
dim(R 0 5) + = # positive squares of K&t, A), 
dim(R @ 9,) ~ = # negative squares of Kw (l, A) = K. 
Condition (3.7) implies that the selfadjoint extension corresponding to 
a!(/) has a nonempty resolvent set. In the case where K=O, i.e., where 
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K,(t, A) is nonnegative and we deal with a Hilbert space extension, it is 
automatically satisfied and can therefore be omitted. Moreover, in this case 
gJg can be taken to be equal to C\R; in the case of a Pontryagin space 
extension 9* is equal to @\R except for finitely many points in @\R 
situated symmetrically around the real axis. Condition (3.7) is also super- 
fluous when S is densely defined (and hence an operator) and the extension 
takes place in a Pontryagin space; see [S]. 
We apply the above notions to the case of the canonical differential 
equation on a compact interval considered in Section 2. Let h,: T,,, + Czk 
be defined by 
f(a) 
hA{f, gl)= (b) . (i) 
Then h, is a boundary mapping and the associated matrix Q, is given by 
Q,=(i,, _9,)=Q,l. 
The above results imply that all Straus extensions of Tmin are, up to multi- 
plication from the left by invertible holomorphic matrices, in one-to-one 
correspondence with the k x k matrix functions 9(e) and 9(P), which are 
defined on an open symmetric set $9 = 9* c C\R with p E 9 and satisfy 
9(e) and A?(e) are locally holomorphic in 9, 
rank(p(e) : 9(L)) = k, 
P(6) Eqiy* -A?(P) JqT)* = op, 
s(e) + 2(f) Y(b, P) is invertible for e E {cc, fi>, 
(3.12) 
via the identity 
T(e)= {Vi s)ET,,,I,~(e)f(a)+~!(/)f(h)=O:}, eE9. 
Here the kernel K,(P, A) takes the form 
K,(t, A) = 
9qX) JL?qt)* -s?(X) Js?(T)* 
e-X 
If R(e) is the corresponding generalized resolvent, then y = R(e) f is the 
unique solution of the boundary value problem 
W(t)-Wt) y(t)=P d(t) .J4t)+d(t)f(th almost all t E (a, b), 
P’(G) y(a) + L?(e) y(h) = 0. 
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It has the form 
Nf)f= G(t)f+ Y(E) @(~)Cf, Y(~)l, f E L2(A dt), 
where 
Q(e) = - gqG) + 2?(l) Y(b, d))-’ (s(e) -2?(f) Y(b, L))J. (3.13) 
One can easily check, using the third relation in (3.12), that Q(e)* = Q(Z). 
If the kernel K, is nonnegative the last condition in (3.12) is superfluous. 
Some calculation shows that 
(z+(e-P)R(e)) Y(p)= Y(f)(fq~)+w)y(b, [)I-’ 
x W’(f) + W) Y(h PI). (3.14) 
Formula (2.3) is a special case of this result, corresponding to the choice 
l?P(f) = Y(b, f?), 2!(f) = Zk. 
4. WEYL COEFFICIENTS 
Let S be a closed, symmetric linear relation in a Hilbert space !jj with 
equal defect numbers n, say. Let s(e) (1 x n) be a basis of v(S* - 6) and 
assume that it can be chosen such that it is locally holomorphic in / with 
domain of holomorphy gs,, symmetric with respect to the real axis, 
9> = 9,:. In this section we consider two generalized resolvents, R(8) and 
G(d) of S, and establish a relation between the two kernels KR and K,. 
The result is a formula which is a slight generalization of one of M. G. 
Krein, see [I]. We assume that the intersection of the domains of 
holomorphy k%,, gR, and 9o is not empty, and, at least in this section, we 
restrict the complex variables e, A, etc., to this intersection or, if necessary, 
to a symmetric open subset of it. 
We first show that 
R(f) = G(t) + r,@(l) Z-j+, (4.1) 
where f,: @” + 5 is the linear mapping defined by f/c = s(/)c, 
c(n x 1) E C”, and Q(e) is an n x n matrix function, which is locally 
holomorphic in & and satisfies Q(L)* = G(6). Indeed, for each f~ 6, we 
have R(C)f-G(e)f~v(S*-!) and hence R(e)f--G(L)f=s(L)c(f,e), 
where for a fixed, suitably chosen PLE~~),, c(f, ~)EC” can be written as 
4.L 8) = [s(e)> +)I PI Cf, @(~I - G(~)b@)l 
= Cf, (R(z) - G(~))~(PN-G’)~ J(P)] - *I. 
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As (each component of) (R(d) - G(d))s(p)[s(e), s(p)] ~ * belongs to 
v(S* -6) there exists a matrix function Q(e) such that 
(R(d) - G(?-))s(p)[s(t), s(p)] - * = s(d)@(t)*. (4.2) 
It follows that R(e)f- G(e)f=s(e) @(e)[f, s(Z)], which implies the 
desired relation and this in turn implies the property Q(e)* = Q(6). Taking 
the inner product of the elements on each side of (4.2) with s(p), we find 
that 
which shows that Q’(e) is locally holomorphic. This proves (4.1). 
For a fixed generalized resolvent G(e) and a basis s(e), the functions @ 
with the properties mentioned above give rise to a parametrization of the 
generalized resolvents R(e) of S via (4.1). Note that here the operator G(e) 
may come from a selfadjoint Krein space extension. In the context of 
Pontryagin spaces such a result was obtained by Langer and Sorjonen 
[16], who gave a factorization of the function Q(8) in terms of various 
characteristic functions related to S and its extensions. Their result remains 
valid in a Krein space setting; cf. [ 111. A formula similar to (4.1) has been 
derived previously for singular ordinary differential operators, see for 
instance [S, 71. We call D(L) the Weyl coefficient associated with R(e) 
relative to G(e) and s(e). 
As (I+ (A-e)G(A)) I’/ maps C” into v(S* -2) there exists an n x II 
matrix d(e, %) such that 
(Z+(A-t)G(L))Z-,=Z-,d(t,A) (4.3) 







As an example we mention Krein’s formula which can be obtained from 
this relation by taking G(e) = (d -/)-‘, the resolvent of a canonical 
selfadjoint extension d of S, and s(&) = (I+ (f - p)(i - L))‘)s(p), where 
s(p) is a fixed basis for v(S* - p). Then s(e) is a basis for v( S* - e) which 
is holomorphic on @+ and on @ ~, K, = 0, d(/, 2) = I, and therefore 
K,(e, A) = r; Q(C) - @(A)* e-x - @(A)* [s(e), s(A)] s(e) r;. (4.4) 
409.'152.:2-I8 
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In this case the matrix function @(d) can be expressed in terms of the 
Q-function of S and families of maximal dissipative relations which 
describe all selfadjoint extensions; see [17]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let S be a closed symmetric linear relation in 9 with equal 
defect numbers n, say, and let s(/)( 1 x n) be a locally holomorphic basis of 
v(S* -e) with domain of holomorphy qY = 9,:. Assume that there exist 
elements {x, q>( 1 x n) E S*, independent of /, such that 
({.de), es(e)J? {x3 Irl> = I,,. (4.5) 
Let R(e) and G(d) be two generalized resolvents of S with 
9K n 9G n 9* # $3 and let @ be defined via the relation (4.1). Then 
MC, A) = KG(f, 2) + fx’p(A)* CW, s(n)1 (-P(f) r; 
(4.6) 
where de) = ({w, w)), {x, ~1)) with y(e) = cvwx - II) + i! E 
V(S* -e). 
Remark. It is easy to verify that q(e), defined above, has the following 
proeerty: de) - cp(Q* = < ix2 r 1, {x3 r 1). 
ProoJ: We claim that under the hypotheses of the theorem, d(/, ,I) in 
formula (4.3) can now be written in terms of {x, q} in the following way: 
d(e, n) = I+ (n -e)q(;r)* [S(T), @)I. (4.7) 
To see this we put s^(t?) =Px- ‘1. Then (4.5) can be written as 
[s(G), S(Z)] = Z, and on account of (4.3) 
d(e, n) = [(I+ (2 - e)c(A))s(/), s^(X)] = I+ (I. - e)[s(o, JJ(;~)]. 
AS {G(e)(&-q),eG(e)(ex-q)+&-q}ES* and {x,Y~}ES*, it follows 
that the element (y(e), /y(L)} E S*. Therefore, v(x) E v(S* - 2) and 
y(X) =s(x)[y(x), $A)], and it follows that 
which implies (4.7), as q(e) = [y(e), i(d)]. Now the relation between the 
kernels for R(e) and G(d) following (4.3) implies the one of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose in Theorem 4.1 we have 
K,(e, n) + zyp(i)* [s(e), s(i)] cp(e) z-y =o. (4.8) 
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Then 
K,(d, I-) = r; 
and if the extending space 52 is minimal, it is a Pontryagin space with K 
negative squares if and only if the kernel 
@yy* - (@p(A) + cp(i))* [s(e), s(A)l(@v) + cp(~)) 
has K negative squares. 
It is not difficult to see that {x, q} satisfying (4.5) is uniquely determined 
modulo S. For a given locally holomorphic basis s(e) of v(S* - 4) one 
can construct a new basis s(e) and {x, s} (1 x n) E S* such that 
({S(L), es(d)}, {x, q}) =I,, holds for G in a symmetric neighborhood 
of a fixed point e,,~g*,. Indeed, choose {x, 4) = (s(e,), ~Os(&,)} + 
WO)~ clG3)~ and put C(e) = ({s(e), es(e)}, {x, s}). Then C(d) is 
invertible for G in some symmetric open set containing L, and 
s”(e) =s(e)C(e))’ is the new basis with the desired property. On the other 
hand the example preceding Theorem 4.1 shows that one can construct a 
basis {s(e), es(a)} and {x, q} such that (4.5) holds for all 4~9~. In fact, 
take s(G)= (I+ (G --p)(A -6))‘) S(P), where s(p) is a fixed basis 
for v(S* - ,u), and h)= -{(d-~)-‘s(~),(z+ii(~--)-l)s(~)} 
[s(p), s(p)]-*. Then it is easily verified that (4.5) holds for all e E p(A). In 
this example we also have that G(e)(ex -q) + x = 0, so that ~(8) = 0; and 
(4.8) holds. Hence formula (4.6) reduces, once more, to Krein’s formula 
(4.4). 
As another example, consider the canonical system described in 
Section 2: take fi = L’(ddt), S= T,,,,, (so that n = k), s(f) = Y(G), G(e) the 
entire right inverse of S* - !, and R(e) an arbitrary generalized resolvent 
of S. Choose {x, q} = (co, TV} E T,,,, where {ga, r,} (1 x k) has property 
(2.1), so that, in particular, ({s(e), es(d)}, {x, q}) = Y(a, 6) =I,; that is 
(4.5) holds and q(L) = G(G)(ex - q)(a) + x(a) = tJ[ax - q, Y(d)] -J= 
- 4.L Then by (3.3) (4.8) is valid and the kernel in (4.9) is of the form 
K,(tf, A) = r; 
D(e) - CD(n)* 
a-i: -(@W;J)* 
x[s(r),s(A)](@(&;J)}r$ (4.10) 
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This kernel appears in [6], where for Hilbert space extensions its positivity 
is interpreted in terms of matrix circles. If we substitute for @(/) the expres- 
sion given by (3.13) then (4.10) yields formula (3.8) with 
c(f, 8) = (9yT) + LiqT) Y(b, zj- *[f, Y(T)]. 
This last equality can also be obtained from (3.11) with Y = Y(p) and 
(3.14). For the special choice 9’(e) = Y(b, e), 2(e) = 1, so that @i(e) =0 
and R(e) = G(e) we find that c(f, /) = f Y(b, z?-*[f, Y(t)] and (4.10) 
reduces to (3.3). 
5. FINITE DIMENSIONAL PERTURBATIONS 
Let S, be a closed symmetric linear relation in a Hilbert space sj. As 
explained in the Introduction it is of interest to widen the gap between So 
and S,*. To that end let Zc 4$* be a finite dimensional subspace with 
dim Z = r, say, and let S = S,, n Z*. We always assume that 
S,*nZ= {{0,0}}. (5.1) 
LEMMA 5.1. S is a closed symmetric linear relation in !$ with the 
following properties: 
(i) S* = S,* -k Z, direct sum in 5*, 
(ii) dim v(S* -e) = dim v(S,* -e) + dim Z, {E C\R, and hence 
(iii) dim S/S = 2r + dim S,*/S,. 
Proof Clearly, S is closed and symmetric. For a proof of (i) we refer 
to [S]. To prove (ii), let {f, e’> E S*. Then on account of (i) it can be 
uniquely decomposed into 
{.uf}= {wJ+ (vq, {U,U}ES& {O,T}EZ. 
Hence the linear mapping B that takes {f, lf } E M,(S) to {a, z} E Z in this 
decomposition is well defined. We claim that it is surjective. To see this, let 
(a,r)~Z. Then since !lI(S,*-k)=$j, /EC\R, there exists ju,v}~St 
such that v-Eu=r-ea. Putf =u+a; then 
and P({ftcf))= {cJ,T>, which P roves the claim. It is easy to see that 
M, (S,) is the null space of /X Therefore, p restricted to M,(S) 0 M, (S,) 
is a linear bijection onto Z and hence (ii) is valid. 
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LEMMA 5.2. For each basis {CT, T}( 1 x r) of Z, there exists {CT,,, T,,} 
(lxr)~&such that ({a,~}, {(T~,T~})=Z~. 
Prooj Let P be the orthogonal projection from the Hilbert space sj’ 
ontoS,andletZ={{- r, D} c 1 c E cr}. Then P 12 is injective. For, suppose 
P{ -z, CJ} c = (0, 0} for some c E @‘, then { -5, cr} c is orthogonal in 4j2 to 
S, and hence {a, r } c E S,* n Z. Assumption (5.1) implies that c = 0:) 
which is what we wanted to prove. It follows that the r x r matrix 
C=({o,z},P{-r,a})= -[P{-T,fJ},P(-t,cT}] 
is hermitian and invertible. Now {a,, r,,}( 1 x r) defined by {co, rO} = 
P{ -7, o} C -’ has the desired properties. 
In the following, G(e) is a generalized resolvent of So, and for /E $BG, 
N,(e) is the finite dimensional subspace, defined by 
In the special case that G(e) is the resolvent of a canonical selfadjoint 
extension A, of S, we have that N,(e) = v(S: - %), where S, is the sym- 
metric extension of S given by S, = A, n Z*. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. For e E & we have dim N,(e) = r and 
v(S*-f)=v(S,*-t)+N,(t), direct sum in 8. 
Proof: It is clear that v(S,* -e) c v(S* -e). Note that for {a, r} E Z 
{G(&)(eo-T),~o-~+eG(d)(eo-r))~So*, (5.2) 
so that { G(/)(/a - r) + (T, la + eG(/)(ea - r)} E S,* i Z = S*, which 
implies that G(e)(ea - r) + c E v(S* - e). Hence, N,(e) c v(S* -e) or 
v(S,* -e) + NZ(.8) c v(S* -l). In order to show that the sum is direct, we 
suppose that for some {a, r} E Z, G(e)(eo - r) + cr E v(S$ -e). Then 
(G(t)(h - T) + CT, tG(t)(fo - T) + to} E S,*, 
which together with (5.2) implies that (0, T} ES,* n Z= { (0, O>}, by (5.1). 
Hence the sum is direct. To show the equality, it now suffices to prove 
that dim Z= dim N,(e). To that end we define the linear mapping 
/?: Z-, N,(f) by 
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Now, if /I( { g, r }) = 0, then G(e)(/cr - T) = - 0, which via (5.2) implies that 
{~,~}~Sg*nZ={{0,0}}. H ence j3 is an isomorphism between 2 and 
Nz(O 
If (a, z} (1 x r) is a basis for Z, then G(e)(/o - 7) + 0 is a holomorphic 
basis for N,(e) on SG. Hence, if s,,(e) is a holomorphic basis for v(S,* - t), 
then Proposition 5.3 shows that (s,(e) : G(~@)(ea - r) + g) is a holomorphic 
basis for v(S* -/) on ~9~ n ~9,~. By a slight adaptation of this basis we 
obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let S, be a closed symmetric linear relation in a 
Hilbert space 8 with finite and equal defect numbers k, say. 
Let sO(/)(l x k) E v(St -e) be a locally holomorphic basis and 
(xo+Q)(~ xk)E%’ be such that ((sd~),~s,V)), (x,,qo})=Ik. Then 
there exist a locally holomorphic basis s(/)(l x (k+r)) of v(S* -/) and 
{x, r])(l x (k+r))ES$ such that 
({s(f), ede)t, (if, r>> =Ik+r. 
In fact, if G(e) is a generalized resolvent of S with go n 9s # 0 and 
(0,~ }( 1 x r) is a basis for Z, one may choose 
s(~)=(s&):G(~)(to-~)+o+s,(zf’)C(t)), 
(x2 yll= (h3, voj + {G> %llE: bo, %I)> 
where the matrices C(L)(k x r) and E(r x k) are given by 
C(f)= - ({G(e)(da-5),eG(e)(e~---)+ca-t}, {x,,rlo)), 
and E= ({x0, YIP}, {~,~) >. 
Proof It follows from Proposition 5.3 that s(L) defined above is a basis 
and, clearly, the elements (x, q> belong to S,*. To prove the last statement 
we observe that 
{G(e)(eo-t)+o+s,(/)C(L), l(G(f)(Go-t)+a+s&)C(t))} 
= {G(cf’)(Lrr-r), lG(t)(ea-~)+[a-z} + (a, 5) 
+ (SO(~)? ~soV))C(f). 
We abbreviate this 1 x r element by {cc(/), ~‘a(/‘)}. Then, if we write 
((s(e), /s(t)), {x, q}) as the block matrix 
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we find that 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
To state the following result we let b, be a boundary mapping for S, and 
Qo(2k x 2k) be the associated matrix such that for {fO, g,}, (A,,, k,} E S,* 
Weassumethat {a,r}(lxr)isabasisforZandlet {a,,r,}(lxr)~S,be 
as in Lemma 5.2. Then for any element {f, g} E S* we have the unique 
decomposition 
{f; gi= {So, sol + 103 TIC> {h, &TO)ESg*, CEa=“. (5.3) 
Note that on account of Lemma 5.2 c = ({f, g}, {a,, to}). Hence the 
mapping 6,: S* + C2r with 
is well defined. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. The mapping b: S* + @2k+2r, defined by 
W{f, sl,= bd{fo, ad) 
bz({f, s>) > 
(relative to the decomposition (5.3)) is a boundary mapping with associated 
matrix Q = diag(Q,, Qz), where 
iI, 
r -i<(v)), (o,T}) . 
Proof. In order to show that b is surjective, it suffices to prove that the 
kernel of b is contained in S. So assume b( {L g}) = 0 for some {A g} E S* 
decomposed as in (5.3). Then b,({f,, g,}) =O, which implies that 
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{f& goI E &7 and b,({f,g})=O, which shows that {fo,go)~Z* and 
c = 0. Hence, (f; g} = {h, 8,) E So n Z* = S. The last part of the proposi- 
tion can easily be checked and is left to the reader. 
Now we fix a boundary mapping b: S* + @2k+2r with associated matrix 
Q as in Proposition 5.5. Let A be a selfadjoint extension of S and let the 
corresponding Straus extension T(8) be given by (3.5), where G(e) satisfies 
(3.6), (3.7) with rt = k + r. Writing a!(t) = (@J/) : ??Xz(8)) with matrix func- 
tions @,,(l’)(k+r) x 2k and gz(t)(k+ r) x 2r, we obtain the following 
result. 




rank(9&,(/) : ez(e)) = k + r, 
9&,(t) Q;‘~&-)*+49z(/) Q,l U,(T)* = 0;;; 
(5.5) 
andfor some NELSON@+ 
(5.6) 
The corresponding kernel K,(/, II) is given by 
K&l, A) = -i 
%(J) Q,+W,* +%(X1 Q,%@-I* 
6-X 9 
e,xe2,&, ezX 
If we write %=(/)= (@i(e) : @s(e)) with (k+ r) x r matrix functions 
@i(e) and @s(8), then the condition in (5.4) reads as 
%Mbd{fo, ~,})+W~)({.h,, go)> (0, z>> +%$‘)c=O, (5.7) 
when the element {f, g} E S* is represented as in (5.3). Therefore, if 
rank &i(e) = p, p < r, there are p components of c which depend on the 
other r-p components of c which may vary arbitrarily, and (5.7) reduces 
to k + r - p equations which do not involve c. Hence 
dim T(l)nZ=r-p, dim S,*/(S,* n T(L)) = k + r - p. 
Observations of this kind lead to canonical representations of the boundary 
conditions describing T(e); cf. [24]. 
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6. PERTURBED CANONICAL DIFFERENTIAL RELATIONS 
In this section we apply the results of Sections 4 and 5 to the canonical 
system of k differential equations considered in Section 2. We put 
& = L2(ddt), s, = T,,,) s,(e) = Y(d), and denote by {x0, qO}(l x k) E S,* 
the element ((TV, r,} for which (2.1) holds. Then S,* = T,,,, s,(e)(l x k) is 
an entire basis for v(S,* - G ) and 
We denote by G(e) the generalized resolvent of S, considered in Section 2. 
As in Section 5, we let S= SO n Z*, where Zc 5j2 is a subspace with 
dim Z= r, r < CO, and such that (5.1) is valid, i.e., S* = S,* i 2, direct sum 
in $5*. Note that G(e) is also a generalized resolvent of S. Finally, let 
iao, rO} be as in Lemma 5.2 and let the boundary mapping 6: S* -+ @2k + 2r 
be as in Proposition 5.5. In this section we work with the particular choice 
for the boundary mapping b,: S,* -+ @2k and the associated matrix QO, 
given by 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let u(e)(l x r) be the unique solution of the initial 
value problem 
Jy’ - Hy = ldy + d (La - z), y(a, 4) = 0;. 
Then s(e) = (Y(8) : u(e) + a)(1 x (k + r)) is an entire basisfor v(S* -c!) and 
there exist elements {x, q}(l x (k + r)) E S*, such that 
(W)J.wL jwD=~kfr. 
It is easy to see that 
u(t) = G(t)(to - z) -t Y(l)C(f), (6.1) 
in which the k x r matrix function C(e) is given by 
C(e) = - ( (W)Vo - ~1, We)(eo - t)+ {a- t>, (xo, r/o} > 
= -G(l)(ta - z)(a) = - $J[t’cr - t, Y(?)], (6.2) 
and so Proposition 6.1 is just a restatement of Theorem 5.4. 
Recall from Section 4 that each generalized resolvent R(e) of S has a 
Weyl coefficient @(/) relative to G(8) and s(e), i.e., 
R(e)=G(e)+s(e)~,(e)C.,s(~)l, (6.3) 
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see (4.1), and that Q(e) is a (k + I) x (k + r) matrix function, which is 
locally holomorphic and satisfies @(L’) = Q(Z)*. Applying Theorem 4.1 and 
its Corollary 4.2 we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 6.2. For a generalized resolvent R(l) of S with Weyl 
coefficient Q(l) the kernel KR(G, A) has the form 
where cp = diag( - f J, 0:). 
(6.4) 
Proof. Straightforward calculation leads to 
v(f)= <{Y(~LM~)), (x,rll)=dkd-$J, CL 
where y(e) is given as in Theorem 4.1 and {x, q j as in Theorem 5.4. It 
follows that 
and hence, (4.8) holds; cf. the last example in Section 4. Now the relation 
(6.4) follows from formula (4.9) in Corollary 4.2. 
In the following we want to calculate the Weyl coefficient Q(e) of R(e) 
in (6.3) in terms of the matrix functions @(c“) = (a,,(L) : az(e)) as in (5.4) 
where T(e) is the Straus extension related to R(l) described by Proposi- 
tion 5.6. From (3.10) and (6.3) it follows that for all f E !jj 
O=@(~)H{W)f, (~+~W))f)) 
=@(t)b(lG(f)f, V+W~))f >I 
+ @‘(~)~({4~)~ ~s(~)))@V)Cf, @)I. (6.5) 
We claim that 
(6.7) 
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where s(e) is defined in Proposition 6.1. Here the matrix functions F&(e) 
(2k x (k + Y)) and ?&(e)(2r x (k + r)) are given by 
gob(e I= $J 0; - ;Y(b,e)J 0; > ’ 
%V)= 
-$[Y(t),h-z]J I, 
0; > 0; ’ 
(6.8) 
and the matrix functions Y,(e) (2k x (k + r)) and Yz(L’) (2r x (k + r)) by 
( 
1, 0; 








The equality (6.6) easily follows from the identities 
W).fta) = tJCf, W?l = t&f : O;)C& @-)I, 
W)f(b) = -$Y(b, d) JCL Y(T)] = (- 4 Y(b, t)J: O’,)[f, x(8-)], 
(IW).L U+Wf))f), (a,+> 
= [f, G(?-)(t-o - 5) + o] 
= cf, 46 + al- lx m)c(T)] = (-c(Z)* : Z,)[f, s(d)], 
WV)f, (~+WWf), bo,to})=O:, 
where C(d) is given by (6.2). To prove the equality (6.7), we observe that 
in which the last columns can be decomposed into 
{w)+~,&@)+~)} 
={u(e),eu(e)+eo-z}+{a,~} 
= {G(f)(fo - z), tG(d)(do - T) + La - T) 
+(y(e),eY(e)}c(e)+{o,~} 
in accordance with the decomposition 
S*=(tG(e)f,eG(t)f+f)lf~s3)iMp(So)/Z, direct sums; 
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see (3.2). It is easy to check that 
b,({Y(LyJY(d)}: {G(L)(eU-T),eG(e)(eU-T)+eU-Tj 
+ { Iv), ~YV)} c(e))= %w)> 
b,({s(~), fsV)})=Yi,V), 
which implies (6.7). Substituting (6.6) and (6.7) in (6.5) and using the fact 
that for a fixed L the mappingf- [f; s(T)] from !$ to @k+r is surjective, 
we readily obtain the following result, which is a generalization of formula 
(3.13). 
THEOREM 6.3. The Weyl coefficient Q(l) in (6.3) is given by 
Q(f)= -(~~(a)yl,(e)+~=(d)~(e))-’ 
x (~CIV) %(4) + %A0 %(e)), 
where the matrix functions 5$(l), Y,(a), %(e) and g=(e) are defined by the 
formulas (6.8), (6.9), and (6.10). 
Remark. Note that the formula for @(!) in Theorem 6.3 was found by 
just using the boundary conditions (5.4). It is a straightforward conse- 
quence of the symmetry conditions in (5.5) that CD(~) =O(T)*. Using this 
observation we obtain that 
@(a)- CD(n)* = (+qX).zqX))-’ %(X)3-(S, n)+qT)* (42(Z)Y(T))-*, 
(6.11) 
in which the 2(k + r) x 2(k + r) matrix function %(C, A) is given by 
z(eT A)= ( 
%G) yoG7* - %I@) %!,(?I* %(I) TAO* - %@I %(a* 
5$(X) 9,(T)* - LYgX) 9$(T)* CigX) Yz(k)* -5$(X) cg-j* > 
= ciY(zf, 2) + a(/, 2) 
with 2(k + r) x 2(k + r) matrix functions 
= -idiag(Q;‘, Q;‘) 
and 
~(~, 2) = (8 - 1) w(A)* 
( 
c Y(Of Y(A)1 L-G) + 02 y(n)1 
[Y(C),u(A)+a] [u(e)+a,u(i)+a] wvL > 
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where %‘“(e) is the (k + r) x 2(k + r) matrix function 
JY(h, ?j* J[ta - z, Y(T)] 
Ok 
r Jr 
In these lengthy calculations we have used formulas (2.3) and (3.5). As 
Q(e) + diag( - fJ, OF) = -W(t) 
it follows from (6.11) that 
G(e) - @(A)* 
e-X - (@(I”) + cp1* [s(e), s(A)l(@‘(e) + cp) 
= (%(x)Y(x))-’ K,(e,~“)(~(d)Y(~))-*, (6.12) 
where cp = diag( - ;J, OF) and the kernel K,(L’, I) is given in Proposi- 
tion 5.6. Thus we have derived (6.12) by means of direct calculations. Note 
that the formula for Z.Z(a, 2) is actually a factorization, which was 
suggested by the more abstract results in Section 4. We also mention the 
relation 
Straightforward calculation yields that 
(z+(&-~L)R(e))~(~L)=s(e)(~!(c)~(e))-’ (+W)~(P)), (6.13) 
so that in particular 
= s(l) ( 
~+~(~-P)JCW, Y(T)1 $VW-P)JCW+~, Y(?)l 
0; I, 
Finally, we note that it follows from (6.13) that c(f, 8) in (3.8) is given by 
a result which is already suggested by (6.4) and (6.12). The ideas presented 
in this remark also give a clue to the treatment of the case of singular 
differential systems. This will be fully treated in a sequel to [ 111. 
Since the essential spectrum a,(S) = (8 E C I ‘%(S - L) is not closed} of S 
is empty, see [21], every finite dimensional selfadjoint extension A of S, 
i.e., every selfadjoint extension A of S in 52 with dim R 0 43 < cc, has a 
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discrete spectrum. Recall that we have assumed that the resolvent set of a 
selfadjoint extension is nonempty. If @‘(a) = (G!&(e) : %Z(8)) in the descrip- 
tion (5.4) of the Straus extension r(e) of S is a polynomial in 4, then the 
corresponding selfadjoint extension A is finite dimensional, and the 
representation (5.4) of T(e) (which was defined algebraically in Section 3) 
also holds for C‘ E [w. Moreover, as the point spectrum G,(A) of A is given 
by 
a,(A)= {fE@IV(T(f)--e)# (O}}, 
the eigenvalues of A are precisely those /E @ for which the matrix 
is not invertible; cf. [S]. If A n (A 0 8)’ = ((0, 0}}, then q(8) is linear in 
/ and the above remarks apply. In this case one can build a model for the 
extending space and the selfadjoint extension; cf. [lo]. 
Now assume that A is a selfadjoint Hilbert space extension of S, so that 
the kernel K,(&, A) in Proposition 5.6 is nonnegative. It follows from 
Theorem 6.2 or from (6.12) that the Weyl coeflicient Q(e) of R(e) is of 
Nevanlinna class and therefore it has an integral representation 
where d and 98 are constant (k+ r) x (k+ r) matrices and C is a non- 
decreasing (k + u) x (k + r) matrix function, satisfying 
d=d*, Im%>O, 
i 
1 - dC( t) < co 
Iwt*+1 
Let F be the generalized spectral family for the extension A. Then 
RV)=P,(A-W’l,= jR;l-idF(‘) 
and the relation (4.1) imply that for each f E 9 
i R+I~~f,fl = CW)Lfl+ CsVhfl @(OE.L @)I. 
The first summand on the right hand side is entire and real for /E iw. 
Therefore an application of the Stieltjes-LivSic inversion formula yields 
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for every interval r c R whose endpoints are points of continuity of C. Here 
for every f~ $j its Fourier transform p is defined by f(e) = [f, s(z)], e E @. 
In order to obtain an eigenfunction expansion we define an orthogonal 
splitting of J3 = L2(ddt) into sj = !& 0 b,@ 5,, where 
sjo=v(F(~)), -5, =W~)-O, br=sjE3(boOb1). 
If in (6.14) we let I --f R, we arrive at the following result. 
THEOREM 6.4. The Fourier transform f-f(f) = [f, s(d)] takes J3 con- 
tractively into L’(dZ). It is isometric on $,, strict1.y contractive on J3, and 
its kernel is $j,. If A is a minimal selfadjoint extension in R of S in !& then 
it is surjective if and only if dim R 0 !$ = dim &,. Moreover, it maps 531 onto 
L’(dZ) if and only if A is a canonical selfadjoint extension of S. 
For a proof of this result we refer to [ 19, 201; see also [5, 131, where 
similar results were obtained. 
7. STIELTJES DIFFERENTIAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
In this section we consider several examples concerning canonical 
systems to illustrate the ideas of the preceding sections. We do not intend 
to formulate the most general results possible, we merely indicate these by 
referring to relevant papers dealing with similar problems. In Proposi- 
tion 7.4 below we show that Stieltjes boundary conditions can be obtained 
by a suitable choice of the perturbation Z. 
EXAMPLE 7.1. Take the canonical differential system as in Section 2, 
but with A = Ik. Then S, = Tmin is a densely defined symmetric operator in 
5 = L’(a, b). Let z,(l x rl) and r,(l x r2) be elements in !+j, such that 
(tr : r2) is linearly independent and assume (5.1). Put r = r, f r2 and 
Z=l.s.{ {0, rl}, (0, r2}}. Th en, with S=S,nZ*, we have S*=SziZ= 
T Inax i Z, direct sums in 5’, and b,, QZ in Proposition 5.5 are given by 
where, in accordance with decomposition (5.3) 
{f, g) = {fb 80) + {O,~II Cl + {0,72> C2, 
ifm 8,) E Tm,,, ~1 E C”, ~2 c C’*. 
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Choose k x k matrices PI, .9,, rl x k matrices PI, L&, a k x rl matrix d and 
an rl x rl matrix 93, and put 
Then 
T= {{f, dGnax+ZWo~o((f,, go))+W,({.L g})=O} 
is a canonical selfadjoint extension of S if and only if 
This result is a special case of [24], where it is formulated in terms of the 
boundary eigenvalue problem 
The example can easily be adapted to include the results of [24]. The par- 
ticularcasek=r,=r,=1,J=i,H=0,~~=i=-~,,d=1,~~=0,~=1, 
and ~?3 = ii was used as an illustration in [22]. If we allow the coefficients 
of a0 and az to depend holomorphically on e in some domain 
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9 = 9* c C, then T(t) defined as above is a Straus extension if and only 
if 
rank(YI(e) : 9,(d)) = k, 
P,;(f) J*(T)* -z?,(d) J.!2,(z)* = o;, 
P,(f) Jiqi!-)* -L??,(C) Ji!,(a)* = -d(d), 
P*(e) JLP*(z)* -s,(e) Js?,(z)* = -La(e) + c%(z)*, 
and a condition to ensure that the minimal selfadjoint extension to which 




P,(Z) JP,(“1(6)* - $I(z) M,(T)* 9(X) myI)* - &(;I) L?&(t)* + d(X) - 
Y-X ~*(X)J~~(P)*-~~(~)J~,(T)*-.~(T)* ~*(K)J~~(P)*-~(X)J~,(T)*+~(X)-W(T)* > 
has K negative squares. The latter implies that the extending space is a 
Pontryagin space of index K. The Weyl coefftcient in Theorem 6.3 can easily 
be calculated and we leave that to the reader. 
EXAMPLE 7.2. We consider the same canonical differential system as in 
Example 7.1 but now with boundary conditions involving Stieltjes integrals 
rt dp.yJ where pj is a k x rj matrix function of bounded variation on [a, b], 
j= 1,2. We suppose here that ~~(a+) =~,(a) =O, ,uj(b-) = pj(b)=O and 
that HJp, E $j = L2(a, b), j= 1, 2. Then integration by parts easily yields for 
fo E ~(Tm,,) 
where oj= -Jp,, .zj= HJpj= -Hoj. Let Z=l.s.({cr,, z,}, (02, r2}}. We 
assume that T,,, + Z is a direct sum and dim Z= r = r, + r2. Note that 
( iaj, z,}3 { gj2 “i} > = 0 (r, x r,) 
and hence h,, Qz in Proposition 5.5 are given by 
409,,52'2-19 
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where, in accordance with decomposition (5.3), 
Choose k x k matrices YI, 4,) r, x k matrices p2:, 222, a k x r, matrix ~2 and 
Put 
is the set of all pairs 
{A J(f+ a,(%f(a) + -92f(b)) + 02c2)’ - f!fl, 
where the first entry runs through all f E qj for which there exists some c2 
so that 
f +ol(ef(a)+~2f(b))+~2C2EACCa, 61, 
with derivative in L’(a, b), 




we find that T is selfadjoint if and only if 
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This example is a special case of Theorem 5.1 of [lS], but can be adapted 
so as to contain the results of [15]. Let us now replace the constant coef- 
ficients pi, . . . . .!&, d by functions pi:(e), . . . . 2$(e), d(e) holomorphic on 
some domain 9 = 9* c @ and denote the resulting relation by T(8). Then 
one can easily show that the necessary and sufficient conditions for r(e) to 
coincide with Straus extensions of Son Z* are exactly the same as in 
Example 7.1 with B(e)= 0. Moreover, if we write K(e, A) for the 
(k+ ri) x (k+ ri) matrix kernel at the end of Example 7.1, again with 
98(e) = 0, then the kernel K, (f, 2) in Proposition 5.6 can be factorized 
into 
K&, A) =9(X) K(4, n)L%(d)*, 
where S?(e) is the (k + Y) x (k + pi) matrix function 
As rank 92(e) is maximal it follows that the number of positive (negative) 
squares of K,(e, 1) is the same as the number of positive (negative, respec- 
tively) squares of K(8,1). It is interesting to see that these criteria do not 
depend on pi and p2. 
EXAMPLE 7.3. Consider the canonical differential system as in Section 2 
with general A and put the potential H = 0. Let ,U be a k x r matrix function 
of bounded variation on [a,6], with ~j(a’)=~,(a)=O, pj(b-)= 
,~~(b) =0. Then integration by parts gives for {fO, g,} E r,,,,, 
where G = -Jp. Here yb is the uniquely absolutely continuous repre- 
sentative of f9 E a( r,,,). Put Z = l.s.{ {a, 0) } and assume dim Z = 
r(mod T,,,). Then 
where (see decomposition (5.3)) 
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Choose holomorphic matrix functions .9,(e), J?,(e) (k x k), Y*(d), 
L&(e) (rxk), and d(e) (kx r) and put 
Then 
= {fo+a(~:(d)f,(a)+$(e)f,(b)), go11 {fo, &Jmlax~ 
i 
~(L).fu(u)+~,(t)f~(b)+~(e)~~d~*f~=o}. u 
If k = 1, J= i, A = 1, and r = 1, T(8) has been studied in Section 1. There 
we gave necessary and suflicient conditions so that T(e) coincides with a 
Straus extension of S = Tmin n Z*. For the general case these conditions 
easily follow from Proposition 5.6. 
In the examples we have considered boundary conditions involving a 
Stieltjes integral of the form Jt &*fand showed that it could be written as 
( (J g}, { 0, r} ). In the following proposition we state that this representa- 
tion remains valid in the general case, i.e., for the canonical system of 
Section 2 without additional restrictions. It follows in particular that the 
integral is continuous on the domain of the maximal relation T,,, in 
!+j = L2(Adt), provided with the “graph” topology. We denote by U a 
fundamental matrix solution of Ju’ - Hu = 0 on [a, 61. Clearly, U is a basis 
for v( T,,,,,) and by Green’s formula we have that for all {f, g} E T,.,,,, 
({f, g>, 1 u, 01) = U(b)* Jf(b)- u(a)* Jf(a). 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Let p be a k x r matrix function of bounded variation 
on [a, b]. Then there exists {o, r }( 1 x r) E e2, uniquely determined module 
T ,,,,“, such that 
I k*_fi= <CL g>, (0, T)), ff, s> E Tmax, (7.1) a 
where7 is the (unique) absolutely continuous representative off e a( T,,,). In 
this representation one can choose t = 0 if and only if If: U* dp = 0. 
Proof The mapping f H fi = U -If is a unitary mapping from L’(Adt) 
onto L2(A, dt), A, = U* AU. If (f; g) E T,,,, then Jy- HT= Ag. With the 
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substitution fi = U-if, g, = U ~ lg this equation transforms into one 
without a potential: J3’, = d i g,, where 3i = U -7 is the unique absolutely 
continuous representative offi. It is easily verified that T,,, and Timax are 
unitarily equivalent, the latter being the maximal relation associated with 
~‘3; = A, g, in L2(A1 dt). See, for example, [ 181. We define 
pl(t) = (’ u* d/L 0 
Then for {f, g> E T,,, we have by integration by parts that 
The first summand equals 
U(b)-’ ({f, g), @b, zb) >, 
where { (Tb, zb} is a delta function in T,,, for the point b, analogous to the 
one for the point a, as described in (2.1). The second summand can be 
written as 
with ‘JO(~)= - u(t) Jpi(t) = - U(t) JfL U* dp. Formula (7.1) follows by 
choosing 
IO>4 = {ccl, O} + {a,, Tb} U(b)- * I” U* dp. 
(1 
With this choice of (0, T > we have that z = 0 if jt U* dp = 0. Conversely, if 
in (7.1) z =O, then with {f, g} = {U, 0) we obtain that Jt U* dp=O. 
Clearly, the element { 6, z} is uniquely determined modulo Tmin. 
Remark. It follows from the proof of Proposition 7.4 that there exists 
a( 1 x I) E 5 such that 
c bdp*3=<CJ g), {~,O}), {.L g) E Tmin. (I 
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This together with (7.1) implies that (a, r} - {a, 0} E 7’,,, and therefore, 
T,,,,, 4 1.~. { (5, 0} ] = T,,, -i- 1.~. { (0, r} ). Hence, for (f; g} E Tmi, the 
domain restriction Jt +*T= 0 is equivalent to the range restriction 
sa b c?* Ag = 0, which is continuous in g E L*(Adt); cf. [4] where continuous 
domain restrictions were considered. These restrictions occur if p is of the 
form p(t) = - Ji r*A, t(lxr)~J3 and then (7.1) holds with a=O. In 
Example 7.1 there appears the condition {i r: f = 0, which is a restriction 
on the domain of the relation T. If T is selfadjoint, the space spanned by 
t2 is contained in its multivalued part. 
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